INDUCED AND PRODUCED REPRESENTATIONS
OF LIE ALGEBRAS
BY

ROBERT J. BLATTNERO)

1. Introduction. D. G. Higman, in [6], introduced and studied the notions of
induced and produced modules of rings. These concepts are generalizations of the
classical construction of induced representations of finite groups. In the present
paper, we study these notions in the context of modules over Lie algebras (or equivalent^ unitary modules over the universal enveloping algebras of these Lie algebras).
Induced representations of Lie algebras have come up previously in the work of
Harish-Chandra ([4, Theorem 4] and [5, Theorem 1]) and Dixmier ([2] and [2a]),
where they were used to study representations of semisimple (resp. nilpotent and
solvable) Lie algebras. A recent paper of N. R. Wallach [12] uses produced
representations to prove the Borel-Weil theorem. Our interest in the subject is
two-fold: to attempt to prove analogues of theorems on induced group representations, and to clarify certain concepts arising from the work of Guillemin and
Sternberg on abstract transitive Lie algebras ([3] and [11]).
§2 is devoted to elementary properties of induced and produced modules. We
also show how produced Lie algebra modules and induced Lie group modules are
related to each other. In §3 we introduce our main tool, a product structure between
members of produced Lie algebra modules. This structure arises from the hyperalgebra structure possessed by universal enveloping algebras (see [10]) and reflects
the natural product structure between members of induced Lie group modules.
Using our product structure we prove in §4 a generalization of the Realization
Theorem of Guillemin and Sternberg. The remaining two sections are devoted to
proving Lie algebra analogues of theorems of G W. Mackey ([7] and [8]) concerning
systems of imprimitivity and concerning irreducibility criteria for induced representations of group extensions.
The present author wishes to express his thanks to Professors H. Zassenhaus, R.
Steinberg, R. Arens, and S. Sternberg for conversations over a period of years
bearing on the subject of this paper.
2. Induction and production. Let A be an associative algebra with 1 over a field
K and let B be a subalgebra of A containing 1. Following D. G. Higman [6], we
make the following definitions :
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Definition. Let V be a unitary A-module. A pair (U, tp) consisting of a unitary
vt-module U and a A-homomorphism <pfrom V into U (resp. from U into V) is said
to be induced (resp. produced) from F if, for every pair (W, a) as above, there exists
a unique /1-homomorphism 0 from Í/ into W (resp. from If into U) such that
o- = 0 o op

(resp. o = tp ° 0).

Observe that these definitions are simply a formalization of the Frobenius
reciprocity law. Indeed, what is required is that the map 0 -> 0 ° tp of Hom¿ (ft W)
into HomB (V, W) (resp. the map 0 -> tp o 0 of HomA (If, ft) into HomB (If, V))
be bijective.
[6] tells us that induced and produced pairs exist and are unique up to the obvious
notion of isomorphism. Indeed, we may construct an induced (resp. produced) pair
as follows: The underlying vector space of Uis A <g>B
K(resp. HomB (A, V)). Here
A is regarded as a right (resp. left) A-module. The action of a e A on u e Uis given
by au = (ab) (g) v if u=b ® v where be A and veV (resp. (au)(b) = u(ba) for all

b £ A). And finally <pisdefined by tp(v)=l 0 v for all v e K(resp. tp(u)= u(l) for all
u £ U). For a pair (W, a) as in the definition, the map 0 is given by 0(b <g»t>)= 0<r(tft
where o e /I and ve V (resp. 0(u>)o= a(¿w) for all w e W and o £ A).
Let g be a Lie algebra over K with subalgebra h. Replacing .4 by g and A by h we
obtain the notions of induced and produced modules of Lie algebra. Let 11(g)(resp.
U(í))) be the universal enveloping algebra of g (resp. h). Regard g as a subspace of
U(g) and identify U(h) with the subalgebra of 11(g)generated by h and 1. Because of
the correspondence between g-modules and unitary U(g)-modules, we are led from
induction and production for the Lie algebra pair (g, fc)to induction and production
for the associative algebra pair (11(g), 11(h)).
As Higman points out ([6], §2), the notions of induced and produced pairs are in
a formal sense dual to each other. In our case, we have more.
Proposition 1. Let V be an ï)-module. Let V* be the contragredient ^¡-module to
V. Let (U, tp) (resp. (V, fa)) be a pair induced from V (resp. produced from V*). Then
the ^-module U' is isomorphic to the ^-module U* contragredient to U.
Recall that for^any g-module W, the contragredient g-module W* is defined by
letting its underlying vector space be the (algebraic) dual of the underlying vector
space of W and defining the action of g on W* by (xf)(v) = —f(xv) for all x e g,
fe W*, ve W. The mapping x-> —x extends to an antiautomorphism of period
two of U(g), called the main antiautomorphism and denoted by '. The restriction of
' to U(h) is the main antiautomorphism of U(h). Observe also that (af)(v) =f(a'v)

for veWJe
W*, and u e U(g).
Proof. Realize U as 11(g)<g)U(&)
V and U' as Homiio» (U(g), V*). Let </>
e
(U(g)<g>U(t))
V)*and let a e U(g).Define$(a) by fa(a)(v)= faa' 0 v)for all veV. Plainly,
faa)e V* and <J>
e Horn* (11(g),V*). Let z e U(h). Then fa[za)(v)= faa'z' <g>
v)=
faa' <8>
z'v) = faa)(z'v) = (z>Jj(a))(v).
Hence <¿e V.
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Plainly, the map </i-* $ is linear. If b e 11(g) and >/je £/*, we have (bi/j)~(a)(v)

=(b4>)(a'® v)= 4>(b'(a'<g>
t>))= <£((aè)'<g>
v)= <f>(ab)(v)
= (b$(a))(v) for all a e 11(g)
andre K. Thus ^ is a U(g)-homomorphism. Moreover, if ¡£=0, then </>vanishes
on a set of generators for U, so that i/i=0.
It remains to show that * is surjective. Let { e U'. Define £(a, v) by £(a, v)
= t(a')(v) for all a e U(g) and v e V. Ç is bilinear on 11(g)x V and £(az, v) = £(z'íz')(í;)
= £(a')(2t>)= i(a, zv) for all z e U(h). Thus there exists a unique <!>
e U* such that
i/«(a(8>t;) = £(a, y) = (,(a')(v). Therefore </>
= { and our proposition is proved.
Corollary.
Let K be a (Hausdorff) topological field. Realize U and U' as in the
proposition. Give V* and U* the weak topologies they get from the dual pairings
(V, V*) and (U, £/*). Give U' the finite-open topology. Then * is a homeomorphism.
Proof. Let {ifia}be a net in U* and let </>
e U*. Then <¡¡a-> <jiif and only if
0a(«) ~* 0(M) f°r all ueU. Since the products a ® v with a 6 U(g) and ve V
generate U additively, we have </>a
->• i/<if and only if i/ia(a)(v)= i(ia(a 0 y) ->- </i(a(g) u)
= ifi(a)(v). By definition of the topologies on K* and Í/', this holds if and only if

'l'ai0) -> >ji(a)for all a, which holds if and only if $a ->■^ in Í/'.
Remark 1. There is a bijection (viz., annihilation) between the invariant subspaces of V (resp. U) and the closed invariant subspaces of V* (resp. U*). Thus
Proposition 1 and its corollary allow us to translate irreducibility criteria for U into
topological irreducibility criteria for U'. We shall make use of this in §6.
Remark 2. The most common uses of the proposition and its corollary are:
(a) K is arbitrary and is given the discrete topology.

(b) K= R or C with the usual topology.
Note that if K=R or C then V* (resp. £/*, resp. U') has the same set of invariant
subspaces no matter whether we use option (a) or option (b).
Let /be a simply ordered index set whose cardinality is dimK (g/h). Let x e (g/h)'
be chosen so that {x¡ : i e /} is a basis for g/h. For each i e I, choose x¡ e g such that
x¡ e x¡. Let / denote the nonnegative integers and let Z denote those mej' such
that «j, = 0 for all but a finite number of lei. \m\ = 2¡e;wi- IfmeZ,
xm will denote
x£fl ■• ■x£'" where /„>•••> /j and {i'i,..., /'„}= {/ : «ij / 0}, this product being taken
in U(g). We may regard g/h as an abelian Lie algebra, so that U(g/h) = 5(g/h), the
symmetric algebra. Then xm will be defined in S(q/1)) analagously to xm. Let t be
the linear map of S(g/h) into U(g) which sends xm into xm.

Let Kbe an i)-module. We define t: S(g/h) ®KV^- 11(g)(gm^ V by the formula
i(a ® v) = r(a) ® v for a e S(g/fc) and u e F. The Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem
implies that {xm : me Z} is a basis of the right U(h)-module U(g). It follows that i
is bijective. Similarly, we define 77:Homy^, (U(g), V) ->■Hom^ (5(g/h), V) by the
formula (iru)(a) = w(r(uf))for me Homu(i» (U(g), K) and a e S(g/i)). Since {xm : «1eZ}

is a basis of the left ll(h)-module 11(g), we see that 77is bijective. Clearly, i and 77
depend on the choice of x.
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Let V be an h-module and let U=11(g) Qua» V. Let Up(g) be the span of all
products y-i---yq in 11(g), where ^.^eg
and O^q^p. Set Up(g)={0} for
/?2=—1. This filtration on 11(g)gives rise to a filtration on U: let ft, be the span in U
of all elements of the form a 0 v where a e Up(g) and ve V. Similarly there is a
(downward) filtration on U' = Homm) (U(g), V): Up={u e U' : i/|Up_1(g)= 0}. We
may use the filtration on U' to give it the structure of topological vector space, if A
is given the discrete topology. The filtration topology on U' coincides with the
finite-open topology if V is discrete and dim (g/h)<co.
Since 5'(g/f)) = tl(g/i)) where g/í) is given the abelian Lie structure, 5(g/h) ®K V
(resp. Honitf (5(g/h), V)) is the g/h-module induced (resp. produced) from the
trivial {0}-module V. Thus we may filter these modules as above. We then obtain
Proposition

2. i and-n are filtration preserving.

Proof. We shall give the proof for c The proof for 7r is quite similar. Let

U=U(q) <gni(S)
V and t7=S(g/h) ®K V. Clearly t(Up)çUp. Embed 7 in a simply
ordered set 7' so that i e I and i' e I' —I imply i" > i and so that the cardinality of
7'=dimg.
Choose x£gr so that {xt : i e I'—I} is a basis for h and so that
{xt : i el} is the previously chosen basis of g modulo ft. We define Z' to be the set of
almost zero meJ''-\m\=
2ie;- mt. If me Z', xm is defined in the obvious way. Now
by the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, any product jj • • •yq in 11(g)with yk e g may
be written as a linear combination of xm with meZ' and \m\ ^q. Therefore any
u £ £/p is a linear combination of elements of the form xm ® vmwhere \m\ Up and
vm£ V. Let / (resp. r) be defined by /¡=«ij (resp. r{=0) if i e I and /¡=0 (resp. r, = m¡)
if iel'-I.

Then xm=x'xr

and xr e U(h).

Therefore

xm ® ym=x' ® xri;m et(f7p)

because |/| ¿ \m\ ¿p.

3. The multiplicative structure of produced representations. Let ft and ft be
h-modules and hence U(h)-modules. Then the tensor product of the underlying
vector spaces becomes naturally a U(l)) (g>U(h)-module, denoted by ftxft.
U(h) ® U(í)) is canonically isomorphic to tl(f) © h), so that we regard ftx ft as an

h © h-module. Thus Hornu^, (U(g © g), F^ft) is a g © g-module. Note that
if «! e Homud))"
(U(g), ft), ¿=1,2, then «iXM» mapping 11(g)® U(g) into ftX ft,
defined by (MjXw^ia® ft = «i(a)Xii2(ft for a, b e 11(g) in fact belongs to
Honing)

(U(g © g), ftX V2). Moreover, the map (ulf u2) -> u^u2

gives rise to a

map of Homurt, (u(ö), ft)XHomU(5) (U(g), K2)into Homu(te5)(U(g © g), ftX V2).
This map is a 11(g)(g) U(g)-homomorphism.
We may also consider the h-module ft ® V2, whose underlying vector space is
that of ftxft,
with the h-action h(vx ® fa) = (ni'i) (8)t^ + ^i ® (n^2). This action
may be related to the action of tl(fi © h) on ftXft as follows: Let A be the
diagonal map of g into g © g given by A(x) = x@x. A is a homomorphism and
hence extends to a homomorphism of 11(g) into ll(g © g). We have h(v¡. ® v2)
= A(h)(vxXv2) for h et), with the obvious abuse of notation.
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Given u¡ e Homu^ (11(g), V/), i = 1,2, we define a map ux ® u2 of 11(g)into VXXV2
by (»i (g u2)(a) = (uxXu2)(A(a)). Here we are using the coproduct A in the hyperalgebra 11(g) to define a multiplication in certain dual spaces, exactly as in [10].
Lemma 1. Ux®u2e Homu^ (11(g), Vx <8 V2).

Proof. Let a e 11(g),z e 11(h). Then
(ux <g>u2)(za) = (uxXu2)(A(za)) = (uxXu2)(A(z)A(a))
= A(z)((UxXu2)(A(a))) = z((ux ® w2)(a))-

Let ^(g, h) denote the class of all g-modules Homu(^(U(g), V), where V runs
over all ^-modules. We have defined a multiplication on IJ ^"(g, h), which is
clearly bilinear. Moreover, it is associative : if a is the canonical isomorphism of
(Vx <g>V2) <g V3 onto Vx <8 (F2 <g K3) and if h, e HomUrt) (U(g), Vt), i= 1, 2, 3,
then <ro ((«j <g m2) (gi u3) = ux <g>(w2 <8>«3)-

Proposition 3. Each x e g ac/s 0« (J ^(g, fj) as a derivation; i.e. if ut e U¡ e
^"(fl, ll), 2=1,2, then x(ux <g m2)= (x«i) <g>h2 + «i (g) (xw2).

Proof. Let a e U(g). Then
[x(ux (g M2)](a) = («i <g M2)(ax) = (MjXt^XAiax))
= (UlXM2)(A(a)A(x)) = [A(x)(MlX«2)](A(a))
= [(xM1)Xi/2 + «1X(x«2)](A(a))
= [(xux) <g)u2 + Ux (g) (xM2)](a).

Next we relate these operations to the nitrations introduced in §2 on produced
modules.

Lemma 2. Let yu...,

yp e g. 77ie«

in 11(g).
Proof. If m1=--=«ip=l,
then A(jv - - vp)= (j! ® 1+ 1 <g vx)- • (yp <g>1+
1 (g ^p) which multiplies out to give our formula. The general case of the lemma
follows upon applying this result to Zj • • •zm, m = 2 m¡, where zx = • ■• =zmi =ylt
zmi+i= • • • =zmi + m2= v2, etc., and collecting terms.

Corollary.

A(Up(q))S 2o U^(0)® UP-^9)Proposition 4. Ler C/f= Hornu^ (11(g),VA,i = 1,2. Le/
C/3 = HomH(te^(U(geg),

FjXF,)

and

t/4 = HomU(5,(11(g), Fj ® F2).
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Suppose U! £ (ft)p and u2 e (U2)q. Then ury.u2 e (U3)p +q, «i ® u2 e (t/4)p+„
xUi e (U1)p-1for ail x e g.

and

Proof. Identify tt(g © g) with 11(g)<g>
U(g). Then
um(g©g) = 2omuk(9)®um.k(g).
Je

This gives the result for m1Xm2.The corollary of Lemma 2 gives the result for
uy <g>w2. Finally if a e Up_2(g), then ax e Ift.^g), whence (xM1)(a)= w1(ax)=0 and
fflie(^),-i.

The notion of produced representation of Lie algebras is intimately connected
with the conventional notion of induced representation of Lie groups. Let G be a
connected real Lie group with closed connected subgroup 77. Let L be a continuous
representation of 77 on the real finite dimensional vector space V. Let Cg(G, V) be
the space of all C00 functions g from G to V such that g(Ça)=L(f(a) for all £ e H
and a eG. G acts upon Cg (G, V) according to the formula (ßg)(a)=g(aß). For each
g £ Cg(G, V), we define g: 11(g)-> V by g(a) = (ag)(e). Here U(g) is realized in the
usual way as the algebra of all left invariant differential operators on G. (In particular, (xg)(a) = Dtg(a exp tx)\t=o for x £ g.) e is the identity element of G.
We turn Kinto an h-module by setting «y = ftftxp thv\t=0. If g £ Cg(G, V) and

a e U(g), then ag £ Cg(G, V). Thus C^(G, K) is a U(g)-module. We now have
Proposition

5. ~ is a VL(o)-homomorphismofCg(G,

V) into Homu^ (U(g), V).

Proof. Let « e h, a e U(g), and g e Cg(G, V). Then
g(ha) = (hag)(e) = ft(ag)(exp I«)|i=0

= Aftxptft(ug)00|i=o = hg(a).
Thus g e Hornet,) (11(g), K). Now suppose xsg. Then (xg)~(a) = (axg)(e)=g(ax)
= (xg)(a). Thus ~ is a ll(g)-homomorphism.
This shows that the ll(g)-module structure on Homu^) (11(g), V) is a reflection of
the ll(g)-module structure on Cg(G, V). One can even show that " is surjective.
We finish this section by showing that X (resp. <g))is a reflection of the natural X
(resp. <8>)defined for induced group representations. If g4 e Cg(G, V{), i'= 1, 2, we
define gyXgz: GxG->• ftxft
by (giXg2)(ai, «2)=g1(a1)Xg2(a2). ftxft
is the
representation of Hx H on ftX ft given by

(ftXft2)(il,{2)(t>iXi;2) = (Au^^Xifte^a).

Then giXg2 £ CgxH(G x G, ftX ft). Observe that the U(h © i))-module structure
on ftx ft determined by LJHL2 is the X-product of the U(h)-module structures on

ft and ft.
We define similarly gj <g>
g2: G -> ft ® ft by (g! (g)g2)(«)=gi(a) <8>
g2(<*)and

ft<8>ft by (Li »LjOíÍ»!® »a)= (£.„«!)®(Lat»a)- Then gi ®g2£C^(G, ft ® F2).
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by Lx <g L2

6. (gxXg2)~ =gxXg2 and (gx <g g2)~ =gi ® §2-

Proof. 11(g)(g 11(g) is the algebra of all left invariant differential operators on
G x G via the natural isomorphism with ll(g © g). This correspondence makes
a® be U(g) (g 11(g) operate on a function on G x G be letting a operate on the
first variable and b operate on the second. Therefore
(giXg2)~(a

<g ¿>) = [(a <g>b)(gxXg2)](e, e) = [agxXbg2](e, e)

= (ag/)^)X(ag2)(e)

= gx(a)Xg2(b) = (gxXg2)(a ® b).

As for (g, we note that the Leibniz product rule comes down to [a(gx (g g2)](a)
= [A(a)(gxXg2)](a, a). Therefore
(Si ® g2)~(a)

= [a(gx (g g2)](e) = [A(a)(gxXg2)](e,

= (SiXg2)~(A(a))

= (giXg2)(A(a))

e)

= (gx ® ¿2)(a).

Remark. Note that C%(G, V) may be regarded as the space of C"-crosssections of the homogeneous vector bundle over H\G associated to the principal

bundle G -> H\G by the action of H on V given by L. Thus Hornet» (11(g),V) may
be thought of as an infinitesimal homogeneous vector bundle. From this point of
view Ux® u2 is the usual tensor product of cross-sections.
Notation. For the rest of this paper ux <g u2 will be denoted by uxu2 whenever
Uxe F= Homu(f|) (11(g), K) where K is the one-dimensional trivial h-module. As
usual K (gtf Kis identified with V. This makes Pan associative algebra with identity
e(e(l) = l and e(gll(g))=0) and turns every produced module into a unitary Fmodule. This is immediate from Lemma 2.

4. The GuiHemin-Sternberg-Rim realization theorem.

Let g be a Lie algebra over

a field K. Let f) be a subalgebra of g. Set gp= g for p^ -1 and g0= I). Define gp
inductively by setting gp={x £ gp_! : [y, x] e gp_x for all y e o},p^ 1. An easy induction (cf. [3], §6) shows that {gp}is a filtered Lie algebra. It is 0-acyclic (see [9]);
if it were complete and if dim (g/h) < co, it would be a transitive Lie algebra. The
filtration is separated (i.e. (~) gp ={0}) if and only if h contains no g-ideals, a property
we assume through the end of Theorem 1.
Let F= Homu(d) (U(g), A') be given its filtration (see §2). Let Dp be the space of
derivations d of F such that dFm^Fm+p for all m and let D = {J Dp. {/)„} is a filtered

Lie algebra. If L is a Lie subalgebra of D, we filter L by setting LP=L n Dp. For
x e g, define y(x) e HomK (F, F) by y(x)u = xu for u e F (i.e. y is the representation
of g determined by the g-module F). Finally, note that F=Ke+Fx
and that
D0F^Fx.

Theorem 1. y is a filtered Lie algebra isomorphism of g with a subalgebra of D.
For every Lie algebra homomorphism yx of g into D such that yx(x) —y(x) e D0 for
all x e g, there is a unique filtered algebra automorphism 8 of F such that 8 « yx(x)

= y(x) o 8 for all xe g.
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Proof. According to Proposition 3, y(x) is a derivation of A. Plainly y(x) e D-x.
We show that y(h) e D0 if and only if h e Í). Suppose « e i) and u e Fm. Let

aetft.^g).

Then (y(h)u)(a)= u(ah). But ah = ha+b where ¿Elft.^g).

u(ha) = 0 and w(ft = 0, y(h)ueFm

and y(h)eD0.

Since

Now suppose « <£fi. Choose

Âe g/f)ç5(g/fi) such that he h. A#0. Let t and tt be as in §2. Then r(ft=«. Choose
weUomK(S(ñ/í)),K)

so that w(E)^0.

Set w= 7r-1(w). Then [y(«)M](l) = M(«)=

u(r(h)) = w(h) ^ 0 so that y(h)u £ Fx. Therefore y(x) £ D0.
It follows that y is injective. Indeed, let ï = Kery.

xel

=> y(x)Fm={0}^Fm

so

that y(x) £ D0 and hence x e h. But h contains no g-ideals. Therefore t={0} and y
is injective.
We next show that y(gp)=y(g) n 7ft We have already shown this for p¿0.
Suppose inductively that y(gp)=y(g) n 7)p for some p^O. We show that y(gp +i)
= y(g)nZ>p +1. Let ^6gp +1- Then x, [y, x] e gp for all y e g so that y(x),
/([j7, *]) e Dp- As a secondary induction, assume that y(x)Fm_1^ Fm+P for some m.
We show

that

y(x)AmçAm +p + 1. Let

b(x)u\(ay) = h(ovx)=«(a[y,

me Fm, a e Um+ p_i(g),

and

jeg.

Then

x\) + u(axy) = [y([y, x])u](a) + [y(x)y(y)u](a). Now

y([y, x]) e Dp
so that y([y, x])ue Fm+P and the first term vanishes. Again y(y)ue Fm_1 and
y(x)Am_iÇ Am+pso that the second term vanishes. Thus y(x)u vanishes on Um+p(g)
and y(x)u eFm+p +1. The secondary induction proves that y(gp)s Dp +1. Conversely,
suppose y(x) e Dp +1. Let u e Fm and y e g. Then y([y, x])u = y(y)y(x)u-y(x)y(y)u.

Since y(y)eD_1 and y(x)eDp +1, the right-hand side belongs to Am+P. Thus
y([y, x\) £ Dp. By our induction hypothesis x, [y, x] e qp. Therefore x e gp+1.
Let yl be as in the statement of the theorem. Note that y1(x)=y(x) (modulo D0)
implies y1(g)^Z)_1 and yr(l))^D0. Define o.F^-K
by ou = u(l). Then <x°y(«)
= a o y1(h) = 0for «Eh. Since Ais produced from the trivial h-module ft §2 provides
us with a unique 0 e Hom^ (ft A) such that 0 ° yi(x) = y(x) ° 0 for all xeg. Indeed,
(oîi)(a) = CT(y1(a)w)
= (y1(a)ii)(l)forallME A and a e 11(g).(Herey! has been extended
to a homomorphism of 11(g) into Hom^ (ft A).) Since yx maps g into Z>_i,
y1(x)Am£ftn_1 for all m. Therefore y1(Up(%))Fm<=:Fm-p
for all m and p. It follows
that ÔAmsAmso that 0 is filtration preserving.
C is a bijection. In fact, let u e Fm and y e g. We have yi(j,)"=y(j;)ii (modulo Am).
Since 0 °yi(y)=y(y)°
0 and 0 is filtration preserving, we obtain y(y)0u=0y(y)u
(modulo Am). lfyu...,ypeQ,
we obtain by iteration y(y1 ■■■yp)0u= 0y(y1- ■-yv)u

(modulo Am.p+1). Therefore, if aelUfl),

(0u)(a) = \y(d)0u\(l) = \0y(q)u\(l) =

[y(a)u](l) = u(a) because 0e = e, 0ft s ft, and F=Ke+F1 (e is the identity of A). We
have shown that 0u=u (modulo Fm) for all u e Fm. It follows that 0 is injective and,
since A is filtration complete, that 0 is surjective.
We now show that 0(«i«2) = (0u^)(0u2). To see this, we first note that F is a D-

module, hence a U(ftftmodule, so that AXA is a U(D) ® U(D)-module and A® A
is a tl(A))-module in the usual ways. The multiplication in A gives rise to a linear
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map v. F<g>P-> F. That D consists of derivations is precisely equivalent to v being
a /»-homomorphism, hence a ll(Z))-homomorphism. Put in terms of v mapping
PXP-> F, v intertwines the action of A/ on FXF with the action of / on F, for all
/ e !!(/>). y and yx are homomorphisms of g into D and hence extend to homomorphisms of 11(g)into U(D). yXy and yxXyx are homomorphisms of U(g) (g U(g)
into U(D) <g>U(D). We have A ° y = (yXy) ° A and A ° y1= (y1Xyi) ° A. 0 intertwines the representation yx with the representation y; 8x6 intertwines yxXyi with
yXy. Let er be as in the previous paragraph. oXa maps FXF into A'. One verifies
immediately that a ° yx(d) = o ° 8 ° y/ia) for a e 11(g) and a ° v = oXa. Let a £ U(g).

Then
a o y(o) o8°v

= o°8o

yx(a) ° v = a ° yx(a) ° v

= a o v o [(yiXyi)(Aa)]

= (aXa) o [(yiXy!)(Aa)]

= (aXa) c (8X8) o [(yxXnXAa)]
= (<TXa)o[(yXy)(Aa)]o(öxÖ)

= cr°v°[(yXy)(Aa)]°(0X0)
= (7 o y(fl) o v o (0X0).

This implies 0oV=v° (8x8); i.e. 0 is multiplicative.
Guillemin and Sternberg, as part of their study of the infinite groups of Cartan,
proved a Realization Theorem : every abstract transitive Lie algebra g over a field K
of characteristic 0 could be embedded in an essentially unique way in the Lie
algebra Z)(g/h) of continuous derivations of A^[[(g/h)*]],where h is a fundamental
subalgebra of g (see [3, §6] for definitions and statements, especially Theorem III ;
also [11, Theorem 4.3]). Rim [9, Corollary 3.9] extended the theorem to K of arbitrary characteristic by redefinining Z>(g/h)to be a certain subalgebra of the derivations of S(g/h)* (see Rim [9, p. 356]). Both the Guillemin-Sternberg proof and the
Rim proof are cohomological in nature. Both proofs give a noncanonical embedding.
Both proofs assume that dim (g/fi) < oo although this restriction is not essential if
things are properly done (see Remark 2 below). Our Theorem 1 embeds g in a
filtered Lie algebra D of derivations of F. This embedding is canonical and any
other embedding which is "close to" it is equivalent to it. There is no restriction on
dim (g/h). There is no cohomology.
We can retrieve the Guillemin-Sternberg-Rim Theorem as follows :

Proposition 7. Let ut e HomU(5)(11(g), K¡), /= 1,2. Then
tt(Ux <g U2) = tt(Ux) <g>77(m2).

Proof. Let / be an ordered index set for g/h, choose x £ (g/h)' and x e g', define
Zs/', and define xm and xm for m e Z as in §2. The map t: ,S(g/h) -> 11(g)is defined
by r(xm) = xm. Applying Lemma 2 to xm and xm, we obtain that
A(r(xm))

= (r <g r)(Axm);

This dualizes to give our proposition.

i.e. A o t = (T g) T) o A.
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Corollary.
P= Hornig (11(g),K) is isomorphic to the filtered algebra 5(g/h)*.
If char K=0, Fis isomorphic to the algebra K[[Xi]]ie, of formal series in the variables
{Xi}ieiw¡th coefficients in K, filtered by total degree.
Proof. See Rim (loc. cit.) and Cartier [10, Exposé 3, Proposition 6].
Thus we may transfer the action of y to E= S(g/h)* via it. de DP(F) if and only
if 77o d o 7T_1£ DP(E). Thus we obtain a filtered Lie algebra isomorphism y(-)
=77oy(-)o77-1ofg
into D(E). In this setting, the restriction (yx—y)(g) £ D0 has a
more natural form. £ is a g/h-module (g/h is abelian!). Let 8 be the corresponding
representation. For v e g, let y be its coset in g/h.

Proposition 8. y( v) - 8(y) e D0(E) for all ye&.
Proof. Choose {xjiei as in Proposition 7. Let i e I and define r e Z by r,■= 8y. Let
ueEk and w=77_1(w). If meZ satisfies \m\^k— 1, then [y(x¡)w](xm)= (X(iv)(xm)
= w(xmXi), while

Theorem,

[S(xi)«](xm) = H(xm+r) = H>(xm+r). By the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt

xmXf=xm+r (modulo

U,m|(g)). It follows that [y(xi)u](xm) = [8(xi)u](xm).

Thus y(x¡)-a(Xi) £ D0(E). Also y(h)-8(h)=y(h) e D0(E) for all « e h. Therefore
y( v) - 8(y) e D0(E) for all v £ g.
Corollary
(Guillemin-Sternberg-Rim).
There exist Lie algebra homomorphisms ßofQ into D(E) satisfying ß(y) —8(y) e D0(E) for all y e g. Any two such
are equivalent under a filtered algebra automorphism of E and are necessarily filtered
Lie algebra isomorphisms.
Remarks (1) The noncanonicalness of the embedding in D(E) shows up in our
proof as the noncanonicalness of 77.
(2) One can rescue the Guillemin-Sternberg proof for arbitrary characteristic and
arbitrary dim g/fi as follows: Let K=g/h. Let (7=HomJf (S(V), V). U is injective,
whence H"(V, U)=0 for qtl. The calculations of Guillemin and Sternberg go
through and all that remains is to identify U as a graded subalgebra of D(E). So

let deU and ueE. If a,beS(V),
form (dUu)(a®b) = u(bd(a)). d\Jue
Horn* (S(V) <g S(V), K). Set du=(d D «) ° A. One easily checks that d:u-^-du
belongs to D(E) ; d gives a homogeneous derivation of degree p if and only if d is
homogeneous of degreep+\
as a member of U. If dim F<co, then U~E® V,
which is Rim's ambient Lie algebra.
(3) If char K=p > 0, D(E) contains derivations of arbitrarily large negative
degree, because dp is a derivation whenever d is. For the same reason /)_i(P) contains "nonstandard"
derivations such as uy(y)p where ue Ep_x and ye g. These
derivations do not belong to U. Thus our uniqueness result is stronger than Rim's.
Using their Realization Theorem, Guillemin, Spencer, and Sternberg have defined
a formal notion of "induced representation" [3a]. It is motivated by the following
observations: Let G, H, and F be as in Proposition 5. Let H° = {(£, £) : i e H} and
set |° = (£, i) for i e H. Make V into an //^-representation space by having each
f° £ H° act as the identity operator. Regard H and G as subgroups of HxG.
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Then Cg(G, V) is naturally isomorphic to the space of fe Cg0(HxG,

V) for which

(U)(L «)=ft" VU, «) for all i, i e 77and a e G via the map/^/where/(a)

=/(*, a).

We have (of)' =a/for a e G.
This leads to the Guillemin-Spencer-Sternberg
definition: Let g be a finite
dimensional Lie algebra over a field ft let h be a subalgebra of g, and let F be a
finite dimensional h-module. Let í)°={(«, h) : h e h} and set «° = («, h) for «Eh.
If we assume h n c = {0},where c is the center of g, then h° contains no nontrivial
ideals of h © g. We may therefore realize h © g as a Lie algebra of derivations
of S(h © g/i)0)*. Regard h and g as subalgebras of h © g. Let W consist of those
w £ S(h © g/h0)* ® F which are annihilated by « ® 7+7 ® «, « e h. IF is invariant
under g and is called the g-module "induced" by V.
Observe that to make this construction we need :

(1) dim K<co,
(2) h n c={0}, and
(3) dimg = dim(g©fi/f)0)<oo.
Using Remark (2) above, restriction (3) is inessential to their method. Our construction of produced module needs none of these restrictions, yet is equivalent to
the "induced " construction when these restrictions hold. This follows from Theorem

1 and
Proposition 9. Let g, h, V, and K be arbitrary. Let h° act trivially on V. Let Wbe
the subspace of we rlorau,^, (11(f)© g), V) such that (hw)(c) = —hw(c) for all h et)
and c e ll(h © g). W is ^-invariant. If w e W, let w be the restriction of w to 11(g)
(regarded as a subalgebra of U(i) © g)). Then ~ is a VL(Q)-isomorphismof W onto
HomU(i) (11(g), V).

Proof. We identify ll(h © g) with U(h) ® 11(g).Note that U(f)°)= All(h). Let
w e Horn* (11(f)© g), V). Then w e Horneo, (Vftfc© g), V) if and only if
w(A(«)c)=0 for all «Eh and c e U(fi) ® 11(g); i.e. if and only if w(hz ® a) =
w(z ® h'a) for all « e h, ze 11(h), and a e 11(g). This condition is the same as
requiring w(z ® a) = w(l ® z'a). Therefore w is determined by its values on 11(g)
and " is injective.
Let w e Homiif) (11(f) © g), V). Then weWif
and only if (zw)(c) = z'w(c) for
all z £ 11(h) and c e 11(f))® U(g). But w(za) = w(l ® za) = w(z' ® a) = (z'w)(l ® a)
while zw(a)=zw(l ® a). Therefore weW if and only if w e Homu(^ (11(g), V).

Again, (bw)(a)= w(ab)= w(l ® ab) = w((l ® a)(l ® b)) = (bw)(l ®a) = (bw)~(a) for
a, be 11(g).Therefore " is a ll(g)-homomorphism. Finally, letue Homu^ (11(g),V).
Set w(z ® a) = u(z'a). Then we Wand w = u, so that " is surjective.
5. Systems of imprimitivity. Let g be a Lie algebra over a field K of arbitrary
characteristic and let W be a g-module. Let h be a subalgebra of g. Let

A = Hornig (11(g),K).
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Definition. A (transitive) system of imprimitivity based on g/h for W is an Fmodule structure on W such that x(fw) = (xf)w +f(xw) for all x £ g,/£ F, and weW.
This definition is an infinitesimalization, due to Guillemin and Sternberg, of the
notion of system of imprimitivity for groups introduced by Mackey [7] (see [1] for
a group definition closer in spirit to the Lie algebra definition).

Proposition

10. Let V be an \)-module and let W be the ^-module

Horn««, (11(g),V).
Let Fact on W by means o/(g. 77ie resulting F-module structure on W is a system of
imprimitivity based on g/h.

Proof. Immediate from Proposition 3.
In what follows, we shall denote the product (g in F and between F and other
produced representations by simple juxtaposition. The product X will continue to

be denoted by X.
Our goal is to prove a sort of converse to Proposition 8. Let Wbt a g-module
equipped with a system of imprimitivity based on g/h. Set WP= FPW for each
integer p. Then {Wp} is a filtration on W with WP=W for p^0. Moreover,
FpWq^ Wp+q. Again, qFp^Fp-x and t)Fp^Fp according to Theorem 1. Therefore

QWp<=Wp-xand t)Wp<=Wp.
Lemma 3. If we Wpfor some p^ 1 and ifqw e Wp, then we Wp+1.

Proof. Write

w = 21ftwi
i

(moduloWp+1),

where f¡ e Fp and {w/} is linearly independent in W (modulo Wx). We have

yiw = 21 (yifi)w> (moduloWp)
i
where y± e g. Iterating,

JV • -yiw= 21 OV•-yJDwi (moduloWp-q+1).
Hence if a £ llp(g),

aw = 21 (afj)wi (moduloWx).
i
But

2i ("¿M = 2î/)(«)*y (moduloWx)
i
i
and aw e Wp^Wx. Therefore

2kJi(a>i = ° (moduloW/),
i
whence//a) = 0,/= 1,..., k for all a e llp(g). This says that f¡ e Fp +1,j= 1,..., k
and so we Wp+1-
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Assume that the filtration on W is separated. It follows from Lemma 3 that
y= W0/Wi 7a{0}. V is an h-module and the projection a of W on V is an h-homomorphism. Let i/=Homu((o (11(g), V) and let 0 be the usual g-homomorphism of
W into U defined by (0w)(a) = a(aw), a e 11(g).

Lemma4. we Wpif and only if 0we Up.
Proof. Let w e Wp. Ifae llp-^g), aw e Ift so that o(aw)=0. Therefore 0w e Up.
We show by induction that for all p, dw e Up implies w e Wp. This is true for p = 1.
Suppose it is true for p and let 0w eUp +1. Then 0w e Up so that w e Wp. Again
0(xw) = x0w e Up for all x e g. Thus gw e Wp. By Lemma 3, we Wp+1.

Corollary.

0 is injective.

Lemma 5. 0 ¡s an F-homomorphism.

Proof. The argument is essentially that of the last paragraph of the proof of
Theorem 1. Form the U(g) ® U(g)-modules AX Wand FXU. Define v. AX W-> W
by v(fXw)=fw. The formula x(fw) = (xf)w+f(xw)
implies the formula av(g)
= v(A(a)g) for a£U(g) and gEAxW. Moreover, the definition of Jft implies

°(fw) = "(f(l)w) for fe F and w e W. If a, be 11(g),fe ft and weW, then
(fX0(w))(a ® b) =f(a)o(bw) = o(f(a)bw)

= a((af)(l)bw) = tj((af)(bw))
= <r(v((a® b)(fxw))).
Hence (fX0(w))(c) = a(v(c(/Xw))) for c e 11(g) ® U(g). Therefore

(f0(w))(a) = (fX0(w))(A(a)) = tr(v(A(a)(fXw)))
= o(av(fXw)) = a(a(fw)) = 0(fw)(a)
for all a e 11(g).
Let $ be the h-homomorphism

of U onto V defined by </>u
= u(l).

Lemma 6. Let X be an F-stable subspace of U such that </>(X)= V. Suppose either
(1) X is closed in the finite-open topology of U (V is discrete]) or (2) dim V<<x>.Then

X=U.
Proof. Let 7 be an ordered index set for g/f), choose x e q', define Z<=,J', and
define xm for meZ as in §2. We shall write /^m for /, m eZ whenever /¡^«ij for all
i e 7. Define fme F for meZ by the formula /m(x!) = 8¡m. If m £ ft then Lemma 2
shows that (fmu)(x')=0

unless /^m and that (fmu)(xm) = u(l). If {«m}meZis in U, then

2m/m"m converges in the finite-open topology of U in the unordered sense since it
converges on every xl, leZ.
Choose a linear map a: K-> X such that </>
° a is the identity map. Let u be
given in U. We define inductively a family {wm}meZ
in aVin such a way that

up = u-

2 />mEi/p+1.
|m|gP
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Set w0= a(u(l)). Then w0(l)=0 so that u0 e Ux. Suppose that {wm}have been defined
for

\m\up.

For

\m\=p+\,

set wm= a(up(xm)). Then

wm(\) = up(xm), (fmwm)(xk)

= 8kmup(xm)for \k\Zp+1,

Up+1(xk) = UP(X«)-

2

(fmWm)(xk)= 0

lm|= p + l

for \k\ $¡p+l, and so up+1 e Up+2 as desired.
It follows that M=2mez/mvvm-If X is closed, then u e X. If dim F<co, choose a
basis {vf(1),..., w(q)}for aV. Write

w»= 21 Aí'»vv<«
with A's in K. Define {fa),.. .,fM} in Pby/0)(xm) = Aim.It follows easily that

« = 2lfifiww>
j
and once again u e X. In each case, therefore, X= U.
We finally arrive at our main result on imprimitivity.
Theorem 2. 0 is an injective g- and F-homomorphism of W into U. If (1) dim g/fj
< oo and W is complete or if (2) dim V< co, 0 is a bijection.

Proof. It remains to consider the surjectiveness of 0. Let X=8W. Xis F-stable
and </>X=V. Case (2) follows from case (2) of Lemma 6, case (1) from case (1) of
the lemma together with the observations that 0 is filtration preserving (Lemma 4)
and that the filtration and finite-open topologies on U agree when dim g/fi < co.
Remark. (1) This theorem is an analogue of Mackey's Theorem 2 in [7].
(2) Guillemin, Spencer, and Sternberg [3a] have proved an imprimitivity
theorem for situations in which their Realization Theorem can be used to define
their "induced" representations. Our results generalize theirs.
6. An irreducibility theorem. In Theorem 8.1 of [8] Mackey has proved a
criterion for the irreducibility of induced representations of group extensions. We
will prove an analogue of part of this result for induced and produced representations of Lie algebra extensions.
Let g be a Lie algebra and let î be an ideal of g. Let F be a I-module. Let

h={j£g : 3seHomK (V, V) s : [y, k]v=skv-ksv
for all veV and kel}.
Clearly h is a subalgebra of g and Is h.
Definition. A module is called absolutely irreducible if it is irreducible under
arbitrary extensions of the base field K, or equivalently if the commuting ring consists of multiplications by K.
Theorem 3. (a) Ifi) + \, then 11(g)<gu(i,V is reducible.
(b) Suppose K has characteristic 0 and V is absolutely irreducible. Let W be an
irreducible (resp. absolutely irreducible) ^-module such that as a l-module it is a
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direct sum of copies of V. Then 11(g) ®u(í» W is irreducible (resp. absolutely

irreducible).
For the proof of this theorem, we need the following lemma :
Lemma 7. For x e g, let 8(x)k = [k, x] for keï. 8 is an antihomomorphism of g
into the Lie algebra of derivations oft. Extend 8(x) to be a derivation of 11(f). Then
extend 8 to be an antihomomorphism of 11(g) into Hom^ (11(f), 11(f)). Let z e 11(1)
andyu...,ypeQ.
Then

zfï-- ■/,*= 2

(I1)' ••(?W- ' ñWi1-"1- ■■//"fcp)4

OSktéri V^l/

\k-pl

Proof. We shall prove this in the case i-j= • • • = rp = 1. The general result will
follow by identifying y's and collecting terms exactly as in Lemma 2. The lemma

holds trivially for/?=0. Suppose it holds for p. Then
*?v- -yv+i = y 1^2- ■■yp+i + [S(yi)z]y2- "jv+i
= yi

2

yk22---ykp\\1[8(y12-k2--yp-+k'+1)z]

OSkiil

+
=

2
2

yk22---yP\+myl-k*---yp-+ï>+inyi)z]
yklyk22---y%+i1[8(y1i~kly2-k2---y1p-+i"+i)z]

OSfciSl

because 8(a)8(b)= 8(ba).
Proof of theorem, (a) Choose O^y et), y^t. Choose an ordered index 7 with
highest element i0 and x e q' so that {Xi}ieIis a basis for g (modulo f) and so that
xio=y. Define ZsA' and xm for meZ as in §2. Set t/= 11(g) ®u(t) V and filter it as
in §2. Choose sEHomK (ft V) for y as in the definition of f). Define reZ by
r¡ = 8tio.We add and subtract in Z in the usual way. Let T be the subspace of U consisting of all linear combinations of elements of the form xm+r ® v —xm ® sv for
meZ and ve V. Since the map i (see §2) of S(q/Î) ® V into U is a linear isomorphism, we see that An Uo= {0} and hence that Ais a nonvoid proper subspace of

U. We finish by showing that T is ll(g)-invariant. Let ket. Then
k(Xi0 ® v— 1 ® sv) = [ft xJ0] ® /j+ xi(/c ® v —k ® su
= ^i0 ® kv-1

® (/csy + [xlo, k]v)

= xto® kv—l ® sA:y
by the definition of s. Thus 5'={xio ® v- 1 ® sv : v e V} is t- and hence 11(1)invariant.

But U(g) = 2meZ ^:mU(f). Thus U(g)5=2msz

xm5=Abecause

xmxl0 = xm+r.

Therefore T is U(g)-invariant and U is reducible.
(b) Let {Xi}ieIbe an ordered basis for g (modulo 6) as in §2. Set U= 11(g) ®u(^ W
and filter it as in §2. Let Abe a non-{0} ll(g)-invariant subspace of U. We will show

that T= U.
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Case I. Suppose that T r\ Uo¥={0}.Then ll(f))(Pn E/0)=l (g W by the irreducibility of Wand the fact that «(1 <g w)= 1 (g «w for « £ h and we W. Therefore P2 2meZxm (g w=t/.
Case II. Suppose that Pn {/0={0}. Let p be the least integer such that
Tn t/p#{0}. jpêl- Choose O^ueTn
Up. Remembering that i is a filtration
preserving isomorphism, we write

u = 2 xm® ^m
¡mlSfj

with wm£ IF. By hypothesis, W = +aVa, where the Va are I-submodules of If
f-isomorphic to V. Only a finite number of the wmare nonzero and hence the wm
have components in only a finite number of the Va, say Vai,..., Va<¡.Let £n,
« = 1,. :., q, be a i-homomorphism of W into F which vanishes on 2«#a„ ^a and
is an isomorphism on Van.Then, if z £ 11(f), zwm=0 if and only if z£n(wm)=0 for all

»=l,...,g.
Choose 0 7er e K. Without loss of generality we claim we may assume that
inwm= X^\vfor |m | —p and all «, the A's £ K and not all 0. In fact, for our original u
and the corresponding w's, we may use the Chevalley-Jacobson density theorem on
the absolutely irreducible f-module F to find z0 £ 11(1)such that z0£"H>ffl
= X^v where
the A's are as above. It follows from Lemma 7 that
Z0U = 2

*" ® Z0Wm

|m|-j>

(modulo i/p_i). Using z0u instead of our original u, we have an element of T n Up
satisfying our assumptions.
For all z e 11(f) and \m\ =p, £n(zwm)= X^zv. Therefore wm=0, \m\ =p if and only
if A™
= 0 for all «. Moreover, if wm^ 0, then zwm=0 if and only if zv=0.
Choose m so that |«i| =p and h^O. For each ie /define r(i') eZ by r(i)/=8w.
Choose i'o£ / with wio>0. Set l=m —r(iQ). Using Lemma 6 again, we see that the
coefficient of x' in i ~ \zu) is

(1)

zw,- 2 (h + l)[à(xi)z]wl+rin.
lei

Choose «o so that A^°^0. Applying ¿> to (1) we get zv0- [8(y)z]v, where v0 = £,now¡

and

V = 2tt+lWírü)X;76/

The coefficient of xio in v is A„,°and hence v £ h.
We now prove that v £ h, which contradiction will show that Case II is void.
Every member of V is of the form zv. Suppose zv=0. Since

zu =

2

xk ® zwk (modulo Í7p_i)

|k| = m

and tnzwk = X^zvfor l^n^q,
we see that zu e Tn Up_ x. By the minimal choice of
/?, z«=0. Hence (1) vanishes and so zv0—[8(y)z]v=0. Therefore we may define an
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operator s e HomK (V, V) by szv=zv0 —[8(y)z]v. Suppose k et. Then
sk(zv) —ks(zv) = kzv0 —[8(y)(kz)]v —{kzv0—k[8( y)z]v}

= kzv0 —[(8(y)k)z + k8(y)z]v —kzv0 + [k8( y)z]v

= [Ky)k\zv = [ft y]zv.
Therefore yet).
To get absolute irreducibility in (b) it suffices to consider arbitrary field extensions of K and apply what we have already proved.
Using Proposition 1 and the Corollary and remarks following it, we can dualize
Theorem 3 and obtain
Theorem 4. Let V be a finite dimensional t-module over the topological field K.
Give V the weak topology of the pairing (V, V*). Define f) as in Theorem 3.
(a) If t)^t, then Homu(t» (U(g), V) is topologically reducible in the finite-open
topology.
(b) Suppose K has characteristic 0 and V is absolutely irreducible. Let W be a
topological vector space over K which is an t)-module such that the elements of h act
continuously. Suppose that as a t-module, Wis topologically and t-module. isomorphic
to a complete direct product of copies of V. Then Hom^f,, (11(g), W) is topologically
irreducible in the finite-open topology.

Proof, (a) Homu(t|,(11(g),V)~ (11(g)®u(^ V*)*.The subalgebra fi defined by the
f-module V* is the same as the one defined by V. Moreover V**~V. Apply
Theorem 3, Proposition 1, and its Corollary.

(b) Suppose that as a f-module W=UVa. Let A=2 ft*. Then as a f-module
W=L* with the usual canonical identifications. Moreover the topology of If is the
weak topology of the pairing (L, W). Now each h et) acts continuously on W.
Therefore it is the transpose of a unique linear map to(h) on L. For «eh and / £ ft
set «/= —to(h)l. One readily checks that this makes A an fi-module and that W=L*
as fi-modules. The f-module structure that œ defines on L is the original f-module
structure on A. It is now easy to check that the hypothesis of Theorem 3(b) are
satisfied for V* and L. Therefore 11(g) ®u{^>L is irreducible. Since

HomU(5)(U(h), W) ~ (11(g)®m L)*,
our result follows.
Remark. One would like to have a Lie algebra analogue for the second part of
Mackey's theorem. However, there seem to be fundamental obstacles in the way of
carrying this out. For example, in [2] Dixmier has constructed certain irreducible
representations of nilpotent Lie algebras which are not induced from one-dimensional representations of subalgebras.
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